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Abstract—Increasing adoption of solar photovoltaic (PV)
presents new challenges to modern power grid due to its variable
and intermittent nature. Fluctuating outputs from PV generation
can cause the grid violating voltage operation limits. PV smart
inverters (SIs) provide a fast-response method to regulate voltage
by modulating real and/or reactive power at the connection point.
Yet existing local autonomous control scheme of SIs is based
on local information without coordination, which can lead to
suboptimal performance. In this paper, a deep reinforcement
learning (DRL) based algorithm is developed and implemented
for coordinating multiple SIs. The reward scheme of the DRL
is carefully designed to ensure voltage operation limits of the
grid are met with more effective utilization of SI reactive power.
The proposed DRL agent for voltage control can learn its policy
through interaction with massive offline simulations, and adapts
to load and solar variations. The performance of the DRL
agent is compared against the local autonomous control on the
IEEE 37 node system with thousands of scenarios. The results
show a properly trained DRL agent can intelligently coordinate
different SIs for maintaining grid voltage within allowable
ranges, achieving reduction of PV production curtailment, and
decreasing system losses.
Keywords-Artificial Intelligence; Distribution Power Grid;
Deep Reinforcement Learning; Photovoltaics; Voltage Regula-
tion;
I. INTRODUCTION
The amount of renewable distributed generation (DG) con-
nection has been significantly increasing in recent years due to
the technical, economic, and environmental benefits it brings
[1]. However, increasing penetration of variable DG like PV
generation can cause voltage problems on the distribution
power grid [2].
Conventionally, distribution network operators (DNOs) rely
on on-load tap changers (OLTCs) and fixed or switched
capacitors to maintain appropriate voltage profile across the
network. However, they are limited by number and speed of
operations, and insufficient to adapt to highly variable PV
production to provide desired voltage regulation. Under latest
IEEE 1547 standard [3], PV generation with a smart inverter
(SI) is allowed to participate in grid voltage regulation via var-
ious smart functionalities. Those smart functionalities include
curtailing PV real power generation (Volt-Watt), injecting
or absorbing reactive power (Volt-Var). The implementation
has began in California and Hawaii [4], [5]. Comparing to
legacy voltage regulation devices, SIs provide faster response
to grid condition changes for voltage regulation. However,
the commonly used Volt-Var function defined in [3]–[5] is
based on local droop curve, with which the SI absorbs/injects
corresponding amount of reactive power per local bus voltage.
This could result in suboptimal system performance since there
is no coordination between different SIs.
To address this concern, many optimization based methods
have been proposed to determine optimal dispatch of SIs
[6]–[8]. Reference [6] leverages semi-definite programming
relaxation for efficiently solve an optimization of SI real and
reactive power. An Alternating Direction Method of Multipli-
ers based algorithm is developed in [7] for optimal SI reactive
power dispatch and voltage regulation. Reference [8] studies
coordination of OLTCs and SIs. A linearization technique
is proposed to relate bus voltage with controllable variables
including OLTC tap position and SI reactive power. However,
large computation time to solve those optimizations limits the
ability of SIs to respond to fast disturbances caused by moving
clouds.
The success of reinforcement learning (RL), especially deep
reinforcement learning (DRL) in various fields including Al-
phaGo [9], ATARI games [10] and robotics [11], has attracted
interest of power and energy community. There have been
several works on applying RL/DRL for intelligent control and
operation in power grid. Deep Q network (DQN) is used
in [12] for controlling voltage setting points of generators
to maintain acceptable system voltage in response to load
variations and line outage. Reference [13] dispatches SIs,
OLTCs, and capacitors at different time scale for distribution
grid voltage control. Optimization is used for fast-timescale
dispatch of SIs while slow-timescale OLTCs and capacitors are
handled by DQN. A distributed Q-learning is implemented to
coordinate generators, OLTCs, and capacitors in [14] for opti-
mal reactive power dispatch. Batch reinforcement learning is
applied to achieve cooperation of OLTCs for voltage regulation
[15]. Coordination between OLTCs and capacitors are studied
with policy gradient method for voltage violation mitigation
and operation cost reduction [16]. Reference [17] coordinates
OLTCs, capacitors and generators to meet operation limits
with Q-learning.
In all the works discussed above [12]–[17], RL/DRL is used
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for control of devices with discrete settings (generator voltage
setting point, OLTC tap position, capacitor tap position). As
explained before, SIs are more suitable for accommodating
frequent PV generation fluctuations due to their fast response
speed in comparison with legacy voltage regulation devices;
however, the outputs of the SI are continuous. Discretization
of SI outputs could result in more PV generation curtailment
due to SI capacity limit. Morever, discretization of SI outputs
will face the curse of dimensionality. Performing even a coarse
discretization of the SI reactive power output ([-1,1]) of 9 steps
with only 5 SIs will result in a 95 = 59049 action space.
Therefore, the deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) with
actor-critic is adapted from [18] to handle the continuous
control of SIs.
To the best knowledge of the authors, this is the first
work applying DRL to coordinate SIs with continuous out-
puts. After proper training, the DDPG agent will be able
to generate timely control decisions since it only needs one
feed-forward step of the trained neural network to produce
actions of SIs. These suggested SI actions will be executed to
leverage the fast response speed of SIs to accommodate PV
generation fluctuations. The performance of the well-trained
DDPG agent is compared against the autonomous Volt-Var
function recommended in [4] on the IEEE 37 node test feeder.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces preliminaries of distribution power grid and SIs.
Details of the implementation of DDPG for coordination of
SIs are presented in Section III. Case studies are discussed in
Section IV following by conclusions in Section V.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we review the power flow equations for
distribution power systems and how smart inverters can be
used for distribution grid voltage regulation.
A. Distribution Power System
A distribution grid with N + 1 nodes can be represented
by a graph G := (N0, ξ), where N0 := {0, ..., N} is the
collection of all nodes, and ξ := {(m,n) ⊂ N0 ×N0} is the
collection of edges representing distribution lines of the grid.
The distribution grid typically operates radially as a tree and
is served by a substation (a.k.a. the root) indexed by n = 0.
The substation can be treated as a slack bus where its voltage
magnitude |V0| and angle θ0 are tightly regulated as constants.
The voltage of the whole grid is governed by the power flow
equations,
N∑
j=0
|Vk||Vj |
(
Gkjcos(θk − θj) +Bkjsin(θk − θj)
)− Pk = 0,
(1)
N∑
j=0
|Vk||Vj |
(
Gkjsin(θk − θj)−Bkjsin(θk − θj)
)−Qk = 0,
(2)
where |Vk| and θk are the voltage magnitude and voltage
angle at bus k, respectively; Gkj and Bkj are the conductance
and susceptance between bus k and j, which represent the
electrical properties of the line connecting bus k and bus j;
Pk is the real power injection at bus k and Qk is the reactive
power injection at bus k.
B. Smart Inverter for Voltage Regulation
A PV inverter is a type of electrical device that converts the
direct current (DC) output of a solar panel into an alternating
current (AC) output, which can be fed into the commercial
AC grid through the point of common coupling (PCC). Under
the new standards/rules [3]–[5], a PV inverter is required to
help grid regulation via defined smart functions; this type of
PV inverter is referred as a smart inverter (SI) hereafter. An
SI is able to help voltage regulation through modulating real
and/or reactive power of the PCC, i.e. it can change the Pk
and/or Qk in (1,2) if bus k has a PV connection. In this way,
the SI can change the voltage for bus k as well as other buses
per (1,2).
A commonly used smart function is a Volt-Var droop curve
as shown in Fig. 1. There are six different points specifying
the shape of the curve, according to which the SI will absorb
or inject corresponding amount of reactive power (VAR) based
on the voltage at PCC. The real power production of PV
can be curtailed to make headroom for VAR generation if
the SI reaches its capacity limit as shown in Fig. 2. This
scheme is called Volt-Var with VAR priority. With Volt-Var
droop curve, every SI operates autonomously based on local
voltage without coordination with each other. This brings
simplicity in terms of implementation but can also lead to
undesired system performance. Since not each bus of the
power network is equipped with a SI, some buses may suffer
from voltage violations even under the autonomous SI dispatch
scheme. Meanwhile, some SIs may use excessive reactive
power because of not coordinating with others, resulting in
unnecessary PV production curtailment.
Fig. 1. A typical Volt-Var droop curve of a smart inverter.
III. COORDINATION OF SMART INVERTERS USING DRL
A. Reinforcement Learning
RL, especially DRL, has been shown to be capable of
learning by interacting with complicated environments and
Fig. 2. Smart inverter output curve. The complex power output of the SI
is SSI = PSI + iQSI . SSI is constrained by inverter rating S, meaning
P 2SI+Q
2
SI ≤ S2. Ppv is the available PV real power production determined
by instantaneous solar irradiance, ±Qmax1 is the corresponding maximum
reactive power injection or absorption of the SI. If the real power is curtailed
to Pcurt, more headroom is made for modulating reactive power (±Qmax2).
achieving good performance on difficult control tasks like
robot manipulation. Therefore, DRL is chosen to perform
grid control since the power grid is complex and dynamic
by nature.
In RL, an agent learns through interacting with an environ-
ment, E. At each time step, the agent receives the state of
the environment st, takes an action at and receives a scalar
reward rt. The agent learns a policy pi, which maps states to
a probability distribution over the actions pi : S → P(A).
This can be modeled as a Markov decision process with
a sate space S, action space A = IRM , an initial state
distribution p(s1), transition probability p(st+1|st, at), and
reward function r(st, at). M is the dimension of the action
space.
The agent uses the policy to explore the environ-
ment and generate states, rewards and actions tuples,
(s1, a1, r1, ...., st, at, rt). The return of a state is calculated
as the total discounted future reward from time step t and
onwards, Rt =
∑T
i=t γ
(i−t)r(si, ai), where γ ∈ [0, 1] is the
discount factor quantifying the importance attached to future
rewards. The goal of the agent is to learn a policy that results
in maximization of cumulative discounted reward from the
start distribution J = Eri,si∼E,ai∼pi[R1].
The action value function is defined as the expected total
discounted reward after taking an action at in state st and
thereafter following policy pi:
Qpi(st, at) = Eri≥t,si≥t∼E,ai≥t∼pi[Rt|st, at]. (3)
If the target policy is deterministic, it can be described as
a function µ : S → A. The Bellman equation in Q-learning
[19] can be expressed as:
Qµ(st, at) = Ert,st+1∼E [rt(st, at) + γQµ(st+1, µ(st+1))].
(4)
Parameterized the function approximators by θQ, the param-
eters/weights can be optimized by minimizing the loss:
L(θQ) = E
[
(yt −Q(st, at|θQ))2
]
, (5)
where yt = r(st, at) + γQ(st+1, µ(st+1)|θQ).
B. Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient Algorithm
Applying Q-learning to continuous action space is problem-
atic since the greedy policy requires global optimization during
policy improvement. Deterministic policy gradient (DPG) is
more computationally tractable for problems over continuous
action space [20]. The DPG keeps a parameterized actor
function µ(s|θµ). The critic Q(s, a) is learned based on
Bellman equation as in Q-learning. Fig. 3 shows the structure
of the deterministic actor critic network. The actor is updated
via gradient descent to maximize the expected return from the
start distribution J :
∇θµ ≈ E[∇θµQ(s, a|θQ)|s = st, a = µ(st|θµ)]. (6)
Fig. 3. Deep deterministic policy gradient network.
In this paper, a similar approach is adapted from [18],
which uses deep neural networks as function approximators for
DPG. This approach is referred as deep deterministic policy
gradient (DDPG), which outperforms other continuous action
algorithms [21]. Several techniques are applied to improve the
performance of DDPG:
• Replay buffer: the replay buffer is also called experience
relay, which is a finite sized memory buffer R. The state
reward tuple (st, at, rt, st+1) is stored in R. The oldest
samples are discarded when the buffer is full. A minibatch
is uniformly sampled from the buffer to update the actor
and critic. The replay buffer allows the algorithm to learn
across uncorrelated transitions and also more efficient
usage of hardware.
• Target network: implementing Q-learning (5) with neu-
ral networks is prone to divergence since the network
Q(s, a|θQ) is also being updated when calculating the
target value yt. The solution used is similar to the target
network used in [22] with some modifications. Instead
of directly copying weights of the learned networks as
in [22], the actor and critic target networks for actor and
critic in this paper (µ′(s|θµ′), Q′(s, a|θQ′)) are allowed
to slowly track the learned networks: θ′ ← τθ+(1−τ)θ′
with τ  1.
• Batch normalization: when dealing with data of physical
systems, different components may have different units
and their ranges may vary across different environments,
which makes it difficult for the neural network to learn
effectively. Batch normalization is a technique introduced
in [23] to deal with this issue. It normalizes all dimen-
sions of samples within a minibatch to have unit mean
and variance. In deep neural networks, batch normaliza-
tion can also prevent covariance shift, therefore enabling
usage of larger learning rate.
• Ornstein-Uhlenbeck exploration: exploration is a major
challenge for learning in continuous action space. The
exploration policy µ′ is constructed by adding noise
sampled from a noise process M:
µ′(st) = µ(st|θθt ) +M. (7)
The noiseM is generated from Ornstein-Uhlenbeck pro-
cess [24], which is temporally correlated for exploration
efficiency in physical control problem with inertia.
C. Implementation of DDPG for Smart Inverter Coordination
The goal of a well-trained DDPG agent for SI coordination
is to provide fast yet effective actions for ensuring nor-
mal voltage performance and minimization of PV production
curtailment. The actions are determined based on real-time
measurements (states) from the power grid as shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 4. Schematic overview of using a trained DDPG agent for SI coordina-
tion (test/deployment phase). Sensors provide real-time measurements/states
of the power grid, which are fed into a well-trained DDPG agent. The DDPG
agent makes decisions of actions SIs should take. This process requires only
one feed-forward step of the trained neural network and therefore is very fast.
The actions suggested by the DDPG agent are sent back to SIs to execute.
Before applying the DDPG agent for gird control, it needs
to be properly trained. The definition of episode, state, action
and reward is provided below:
1): Episode
An episode is any operation scenario collected from a
real-time measurement system, e.g. phasor measurement units
(PMUs), under random PV production fluctuations and load
changes. In this work, only steady state is studied without
considering transients.
2): State Space
The state s is defined as a vector containing power system
information, including voltage magnitudes of each bus, real
and reactive power generation/consumption of PVs and loads.
The state space S is the space s belongs to.
3): Action Space
In this work, we consider SI reactive power outputs as
actions. Allowing PV real power curtailment, each SI can
adjust its reactive power output from −S to S (Fig. 2).
Considering normalized output, each SI can alter its reactive
power continuously within [-1,1] p.u. 1. The action space A
is spanned by action combinations of all SIs.
4): Reward
When applying RL to control, the reward scheme needs to
be carefully designed to achieve proper system performance.
In this paper, the objectives are mitigation of voltage violations
and minimization of PV generation curtailment. The reward
scheme is also composed of two parts to meet these two goals:
the large penalty for violating voltage limits and the negative
reward proportional to total reactive power dispatched by SIs.
The first part of the reward is assigned according to voltage
profiles. Several voltage operation zones are defined for differ-
entiating system voltage profiles, including normal zone (0.95
- 1.05) p.u., violation zone 1 (0.9 - 0.95 or 1.05 - 1.1 ) p.u.,
and violation zone 2 (< 0.9 or > 1.1) p.u., as presented in
Fig. 5. Those zones are defined according to the grid operation
limits [25]. For one episode, let’s assume |Vk| is the voltage
magnitude at bus k. The reward associated with |Vk| for bus
k in jth iteration/exploration step can be calculated as,
RV (j, k) =

0, if |Vk| ∈ normal zone
−400, if |Vk| ∈ violation zone 1
−600, if |Vk| ∈ violation zone 2.
(8)
The second part of the reward is assigned based on the
reactive power utilization. Besides ensuring proper voltage
profiles, the other objective is to minimize the PV production
curtailment, which is assured by minimization of reactive
power utilization. The reward for reactive power utilization
is defined as follows,
RQ(j) =
M∑
i=1
C × (1− qi), (9)
where qi = |Qi|/Si is the reactive power utilization ratio of
ith SI (i.e. the absolute value of action for the SI); M is the
total number of SI; C is a constant chosen to scale the reward,
which is set to be 200 in this work. The value of C needs to be
1All system voltage, real power and reactive power in this paper are
presented in per unit (p.u.) values, which are their actual values divided by
nominal base values.
Fig. 5. Voltage profile zone definition.
tuned to fit different power system configurations for desirable
performance. The total reward for jth iteration/exploration
step of the episode is:
R(j) =
N∑
k=0
RV (j, k) +RQ(j), (10)
where {0, ..., N} are the indexes for all buses as stated in
Section II-A.
D. Training of DDPG
With key concepts defined above, training of the DDPG
can be done following the procedures displayed in Fig. 6. The
training consists of the following key steps:
Step 1: at the beginning of one episode (one operation
scenario of the power network), the power flow (PF) will be
solved to get the system information and assemble the state
vector. The PF is performed by the AC power flow solver
OpenDSS [26], which takes in load consumption and PV
generation information, solves the corresponding PF equations
(1,2), and gets voltage at each bus.
Step 2: the state vector containing the system information
(bus voltage, real and reactive power consumption/generation
of SIs and loads) is fed into the DDPG agent. The agent
generates suggested actions, which are reactive power outputs
of SIs.
Step 3: the environment (e.g. the AC power flow solver)
takes the suggested actions and produce the resultant state by
solving another PF. The corresponding reward for that state
is evaluated. If the termination is reached according to the
termination criteria defined below, the training for this episode
is terminated and the trained DDPG is stored for later use.
Step 4: if the termination criteria is not met, return to Step
2.
The training for one episode terminates if :1) the reward for
the exploration/iteration step converges, meaning the reward
difference is less than 5 for five consecutive steps (the conver-
gence is determined after 200 iteration steps for each episode);
2) the maximum number of iterations (1000) is reached.
Fig. 6. Flowchart of training a DDPG agent.
IV. CASE STUDY AND DISCUSSION
A. Case Study
The performance of the proposed DDPG agent is tested on
a modified IEEE 37 node test feeder. The properties of the test
feeder is summarized in Table. I. Five 1.2 MW PVs (totaling
6 MW) are added to the feeder. The AC rating of each SI is 1
MVA, assuming 20% oversizing of DC solar panel [27]. Three
different cases are studied: 1) Baseline, the SI operates at unity
power factor without reactive power generation; 2) Volt-Var
(benchmark), the SI operates according to local information
autonomously as depicted in Fig. 1; 3) DDPG (proposed),
SIs are coordinated following the decisions made by the well-
trained DDPG agent as described in Section III.
The training of the DDPG agent is performed following
the procedures shown in Fig. 6. In the training stage, PV
generation and load consumption combinations are randomly
generated to represent different categories of grid operation
conditions :1) high load and no PV production for evening
periods, when the grid is prone to under-voltages; 2) low load
and high PV production for rare middle-day intervals, during
which over-voltages are more likely to occur; 3) moderate load
and PV production for normal day-time scenarios.
Training is performed for 1500 episodes with a total iter-
TABLE I
PROPERTIES OF MODIFIED IEEE 37 NODE TEST FEEDER.
# of Nodes 37
Peak Load (MVA) 2.74
# of Loads 25
# of PVs 5
DC Rating of PVs (MW) 6
AC Rating of SIs (MVA) 5
ations of approximately 500 k, i.e. each episode terminates
after approximately 330 iterations on average. The average
episode reward is plotted in Fig. 7. With the test case setup, the
maximum reward the DDPG agent can get is 1000. The reward
starts at a low value, given that the DDPG agent has zero
prior knowledge on how to perform grid voltage regulation.
The DDPG agent is very efficient of learning from past
experiences and gets over 800 of reward value after just 100
episodes. As learning progresses, the reward slowly increases
to over 900. There are sudden dips of the reward during the
training, it’s likely caused by two factors: 1) the DDPG agent
experiences a complicated grid condition not seen before;
2) the DDPG takes unusual actions for exploration. During
later phase of the training, the sudden dips become smaller,
indicating converging of the model.
After training for 1500 episodes, the DDPG agent is used
to perform grid voltage control. one year comprehensive tests
are done with 1 hour resolution (8760 different scenarios) to
evaluate the agent’s performance. To make the task harder,
online reward feedbacks of the grid after taking the suggested
actions are not used to retrain the DDPG agent during the
test (as shown in Fig. 4). Therefore, the DDPG agent makes
decision solely based on past experiences learned during the
training phase. The PV generation and load consumption
profiles used for the test are plotted in Fig. 8.
Fig. 7. Episode average reward during training process. The training is
performed for 1500 episodes.
B. Results and Discussion
Fig. 9 displays voltage profiles of three cases. Numerous
voltage violations can be observed for baseline case, most of
which are over-voltages and some are under-voltage violations.
Fig. 8. Normalized load (top) and PV (bottom) profiles used for tests. The
load profile is from OpenDSS [26] dataset. The PV generation profile is from
public solar datesets maintained by NREL [28].
Over-voltages typically happen during sunny middle-day when
excessive PV generation causes reverse power flow, leading to
voltage rise on the distribution grid. Without reactive power
support from SIs, the grid is prone to over-voltage issues.
Under-voltages are more likely in peak evening hours, when
demand is high and PV production is zero. During these
intervals, large voltage drop along the feeder makes under-
voltage violations more likely. Zero voltage violation is present
for both Volt-Var and DDPG cases. Interestingly, a number
of green dots are very close to the 1.05 p.u. upper limit
without crossing it in DDPG case. The maximum voltage
observed in DDPG case is 1.0494 p.u.. This shows the DDPG
agent learned a delicate strategy to utilize minimal amount
of reactive power to keep the voltage just below the limit.
This demonstrates the voltage constraints posed by penalty as
described in Section III-C are effective.
Fig. 9. Voltage profiles of 1 year test for three cases. Each dot represents
the voltage of one node at one time step. Green dots indicate normal nodal
voltages within [0.95,1.05] p.u. ANSI limits [25]. Red dots mark nodal
voltages out of ANSI limits, which are represented by cyan dash lines.
TABLE II
SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS. THE VALUE SHOWN IS THE ACCUMULATED QUANTITY OF EACH PARAMETER FOR 1 YEAR.
# of Under-voltages # of Over-voltages PV Curtailment (kWh) System Losses (kWh)
Baseline 630 38,201 0 394,131
Volt-Var (benchmark) 0 0 14,610 440,187
DDPG (proposed) 0 0 3,330 396,015
The curtailment of PV production due to reactive power
utilization is displayed in Fig. 10. Since reactive power usage
is prohibited in baseline case, the corresponding curtailment
is always zero. Comparing to baseline case, the real power
of the SI needs to be curtailed to make room for reactive
power generation (Fig. 2) in both Volt-Var and DDPG cases.
However, since the DDPG can coordinates different SIs to
utilize reactive power more efficiently, much less curtailment is
incurred comparing to Volt-Var case. The total energy curtailed
for the DDPG case is only 23% of Volt-Var case (Table. II),
achieving 77% reduction in curtailment.
Improper reactive power injection/absorption may lead to
increased system losses. The system losses of all three cases
are summarized in Table. II. The system loss of baseline case
is lowest. Volt-Var increases the system loss by 46,056 kWh
comparing to baseline case while the DDPG only causes a
marginal 1,884 kWh increment, which is only 4.1% of Volt-
Var case in term of additional losses resulted from reactive
power generation.
Fig. 10. PV generation curtailment for three cases. The pv curtailment
here is defined as the PV real power generation deficit between baseline
case (no reactive power utilization) and other two cases (with reactive power
generation). Therefore, the PV curtailment for baseline case is always zero. In
this way, the curtailment resulted from reactive power utilization of the SI is
quantified, providing a direct comparison of Volt-Var and DDPG on effective
usage of SI reactive power.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a DDPG based algorithm is proposed to coor-
dinate multiple SIs for distribution grid voltage regulation. The
DDPG can handle continuous control of SIs and provide fast
coordination decisions. Comprehensive tests with thousands of
realistic scenarios are conducted on the IEEE 37 node feeder
to evaluate performance of a well-trained DDPG agent. The
DDPG agent is compared against baseline case and Volt-Var
benchmark case. The results demonstrate that even without
online reward feedbacks from the grid, a well-trained DDPG
agent can use knowledge learned from the training phase to
make robust decisions, which can effectively mitigate voltage
violations, significantly reduce PV production curtailment, and
substantially decrease additional system losses incurred by
reactive power utilization.
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